SENIOR YEAR

You will learn the procedures of completing and submitting college applications, learn how to choose the best college for you, and learn the admissions process. You will learn about the enrollment procedure as well as how to navigate the financial aid process. You will also learn how and where to ask for help.

SUMMER BRIDGE

We will provide you with a full tuition for a three-hour college class, room and board and books! Attendance during the Bridge summer is mandatory for the entire term.

If you chose to participate, you must:

- be accepted to UNT
- be willing to follow rules
- participate in ALL activities
- attend class
- be a positive role model for younger students

CONTACT INFORMATION

silvia.lozano@unt.edu

940-300-5814 or 940-369-8373

11167 Union Circle
Denton, TX 76207
SAGE Hall, Suite 246

DC TRIP

The DC trip is NOT MANDATORY and you must earn it!

To be able to travel to DC, you must contribute the amount of the plane ticket by the end of the school year (half will be due on Dec 9, 2023) and complete the UBjectives as well as remain in good standing. (There will be NO REFUNDS) for the trip! The money you put towards the trip will be put into the scholarship fund if you are not eligible to go).
Submit copies of SAT and/or ACT scores
Complete an application for UNT and three other colleges/universities and submit proof.
Complete an application for a community college in your area. (TCJC, NCTC, WC) and submit proof
Students and parents must attend the FAFSA/Senior Parent Meeting on Saturday, January 27, 2024.*
Submit FAFSA and submit proof *
Must prove you’re TSI (Texas Success Initiative) compliant or take the TSI and submit proof
Find five scholarships that you might qualify for AND SUBMIT APPLICATIONS TO THREE! Submit proof.
Submit a meningitis shot record (this is a requirement for all schools)
If you have missed any Saturday, you MUST have completed the assignments on CANVAS

ALL OF SHOULD BE SUBMITTED VIA EMAIL OR CANVAS!

* Deadline for FAFSA is TBD

---

FIVE of these must be completed
BY: December 9, 2023

Make A or A/B honor roll for the 1st nine weeks.
Raise your grade by at least 5 points in any core course for a grading period. You must raise the grade to be above passing.
Make a 96 or above on a major test or project.
Be a member of a club/team: that includes academics, sports, and fine arts (UB clubs as well)
Go on a campus visit to one of the schools you are planning on attending.
Have perfect attendance at UB for this semester. (Retaking a standardized test before December or going on an official college visit and providing UB with documentation will not count as an absence; make sure to communicate with UB staff before test or visit.)
Communicate for every missed Saturday BEFORE the absence. You may communicate by phone, text, or email. Confirming absences is your responsibility, not the central staff’s.
Participate in a UIL contest
Volunteer a minimum of eight hours of your time for a service project.
Type a college application essay using one of the prompts. Essays should be: one page, double-spaced, New Times Roman, 12 font, and include 500-700 words.

Submit a copy of your report card.
Submit the test or project or submit a print out from grade speed.
Submit proof that you are a member.
Send me a picture of you at the school, with the name visible
You must be on time for the general meeting and not leave early
Make sure that you get verification from staff that your message was received BEFORE the Saturday meeting
Submit a letter from your teacher or coach for verification that you participated in this event.
Submit a documentation form or a letter from the sponsor
Submit completed essay

ALL OF SHOULD BE SUBMITTED VIA EMAIL OR CANVAS!